Abstract Differential Evolution (DE) is a widely used successful evolutionary algorithm (EA) based on a population of individuals, which is especially well suited to solve problems that have non-linear, multimodal cost functions. However, for a given population, the set of possible new populations is finite and a true subset of the cost function domain. Furthermore, the update formula of DE does not use any information about the fitness of the population. This paper presents a novel extension of DE called Randomized and Rank-based Differential Evolution (R2DE) and its self-adaptive version SAR2DE to improve robustness and global convergence speed on multimodal problems by introducing two multiplicative terms in the DE update formula. The first term is based on a random variate of a Cauchy distribution, which leads to a randomization. The second term is based on ranking of individuals, so that R2DE exploits additional information provided by the population fitness. In extensive experiments conducted with a wide range of complexity settings, we show that the proposed heuristics lead to an overall improvement in robustness and speed of convergence compared to several global optimization techniques, including DE, Opposition based Differential Evolution (ODE), DE with Random Scale Factor (DERSF) and the self-adaptive Cauchy distribution based DE (NSDE).
Introduction
Within the class of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA's), Differential Evolution (DE) [22, 33] is one of the most robust, fastest [34] and easily implementable methods. It has only three control parameters, including the population size. A striking property of DE is that it incorporates self-adaptation by automatically scaling the search area on each phase of the global search process, which makes DE an efficient global optimizer. One important application domain of EA's is the optimization of multimodal functions. For many problems, the required number of function evaluations increases exponentially with the search space dimension. Therefore, the efficiency of an EA determines the practical limit at which applications based on those problems can be realized.
In the literature, DE is the subject of improvement in several publications. In two different works, Liu and Lampinen [15] and Brest et al. [5] , introduce methods for on-line self-adaptation of DE's control parameters for mutation and crossover. Another self-adaptive DE is proposed in [20] . In a more general framework [25] , Qin et al. propose the adaptation of several strategies and their control parameters at the same time. In [38] , Teo applies selfadaptation to the population size. In [1] , Ali and Törn propose an auxiliary population and the automatic calculation of the mutation scale factor. Tasoulis et al. [37] introduce parallel DE, where the population is divided into sub-populations, and each sub-population is assigned to a different processor node. In [30] , Shi et al. propose the so called cooperative co-evolutionary differential evolution, where multiple cooperating sub-populations are used and high dimensional search spaces are partitioned into smaller spaces. Other methods for improving DE are based on hybridization. In [36] , Sun et al. propose a hybrid algorithm using an estimation of distribution method. This method is based on a probability model to generate additional solution candidates. Noman and Iba [19] propose a local search to accelerate the fine tuning phase of DE based on fittest individual refinement which is a crossover-based local search. In [9] , Fan and Lampinen introduced another local search -DE hybrid, which is called trigonometric mutation, in order to obtain a better tradeoff between convergence speed and robustness. Kaelo and Ali [12] introduce reinforcement-learning-based DE where different schemes for the generation of candidate vectors are proposed.
Another approach called Opposition Based Differential Evolution (ODE) based on oppositional numbers is presented by Rahnamayan et al. [26] . In another work, Das et al. [8] , utilize neighborhood information of individuals and introduce schemes which balance the exploration and exploitation abilities of DE. In [7] , two variants are proposed for the classical DE: DE with Random Scale Factor (DERSF) and DE with Time Varying Scale Factor (DET-VSF). In DERSF, the mutation scale factor for the difference vector is replaced by a uniformly distributed random variable, whereas in DETVSF, the mutation scale factor decreases with the number of iterations. Random scaling is also discussed in [24] , Sect. 2.5.2, p. 79. For noisy optimization problems, other DE-variants are proposed in [6] . In [48] , a chaos based parameter update scheme is introduced to DE.
DE variants with Normal distributed or Cauchy distributed mutation operators are described and analyzed in [27, 32, 44, 45, 47] . Another DE-variant called NSDE proposed in [31] uses Cauchy-distributed scale factors and self-adaptation to dynamically adjust some parameters.
The proposed methods, called Randomized and Rank-based Differential Evolution (R2DE) and its self-adaptive version SAR2DE, integrate two distinct concepts in producing the new population: randomization and the utilization of ranking. DE has the property that the set of possible candidate vectors, which contains all possible results of mutation and crossover given a population, is finite. Furthermore, the support of the distribution of the candidate vectors is finite too. The effect of the randomization is that these attributes become effectively continuous. The second concept takes advantage of the fitness information of each individual. This information is not used in classical DE's mutation and crossover operators. On a wide range of problems, we show experimentally that these concepts generally improve the efficiency of the global search when applied to DE.
In this work, we compare the performance of the proposed approaches to that of DE, DERSF, ODE and NSDE on scalable multimodal problems. DERSF is chosen in order to compare its uniformly distributed scale factor to our proposed Cauchy distributed scale factor. ODE is chosen to compare the proposed additional heuristics to a completely different heuristic and NSDE is chosen to compare the efficiency of SAR2DE, since NSDE also comprises a Cauchy distributed scale factor. In the experiments, we show the tendency of the global search efficiency of each method by increasing the number of dimensions of the search space or varying other complexity parameters, depending on the problem. Since some methods may be slower in a low dimensional setting but may become more efficient than the compared method in a higher dimension, taking only one single dimension or complexity parameter into account is not enough and can lead to wrong conclusions.
The paper is organized as follows. The following Sect. 2 briefly reviews DE. Section 3 introduces the proposed R2DE and SAR2DE methods, followed by Sect. 4, where an overview of all other compared DE-variants is given. In Sect. 5, experimental results are presented, and the paper is concluded in Sect. 6.
Brief review of differential evolution
DE is one of the best general purpose evolutionary global optimization methods available. It is known as an efficient global optimization method for continuous problem spaces. The optimization is based on a population of N p solution candidates x i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N p } where each candidate has a position in the D-dimensional search space. Initially, the solution candidates are generated randomly according to a uniform distribution within the provided intervals of the search space. The population improves by generating new positions iteratively for each candidate. For each individual x i,G , new trial positions u are determined by
where r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are pairwise different randomly chosen integers from the discrete set {1, . . . , N p } and F > 0 is the mutation scale factor. The vector v is used together with x i,G in the crossover operation, denoted by C(). The crossover operator copies coordinates from both x i,G and v in order to create the candidate vector u. The probability C r mediates the crossover operation C to copy coordinates from x i,G . In the other case, coordinates from v are copied with the probability of 1 − C r to u. Only if the new candidate u proves to have an equal or lower cost then it replaces x i,G , otherwise it is discarded. DE includes an adaptive range scaling for the generation of solution candidates through the difference term in Eq. (1) . This leads to a global search with large step sizes in the case where the solution candidate vectors are widely spread within the search space due to a relatively large mean difference vector. In the case of a converging population, the mean difference vector becomes relatively small and this enables efficient fine tuning at the final phase of the optimization process. The crossover operator has a complicated role in the dynamics of In this 1-D example of regularly distributed local optima at x 1 = a, x 2 = a + δ, x 3 = a + 2δ, the additive weighted difference vectors yield, with high probability, new solution candidates which are located in the vicinity of another local optimum (assuming mutation scale factor F = 0.5) the population. In some cases, it can help to increase the diversity of the population or it can also speed up the convergence, depending on the problem.
In case of regularly distributed local optima, due to its differential nature, the mutation scheme of DE is particularly advantageous. We define the regularity of a distribution by x and x + δ are local optima ⇒ x + 2δ is also a local optimum.
For a differentiable function f (x), the following condition is equivalent to (3):
During the convergence process, there is a high probability that individuals are located within the basins of the local optima. Therefore, the difference vectors are generated approximately between the basins of two selected local optima. In a mesh-like distribution of the local optima, depending on the mutation scale factor F, the resulting new position of an individual hits the area around the basin of another local optimum with high probability. In a one dimensional example, Fig. 1 illustrates this property of DE's mutation scheme.
On the other hand, this scheme can become inefficient on search spaces with non-regular structures, where local optima have a non-regular distribution. However, this scheme is only one possible aspect of the population dynamics, which is generally a complex matter.
Separability of functions and the role of Crossover
Some of the cost functions, like Rastrigin or Zeldasine considered in this paper are separable, i.e., each parameter of the function can be optimized independently. A separable function f s (x) can be written as [11] :
Applying the Logarithm on both sides of this condition provides the following equivalent form of separability:
Low values for C r are the most effective for such functions, as also shown in Sect. 5.4. High values for C r (e.g. C r = 0.9) are best suited for optimizing functions with dependent parameters (like Rosenbrock). C r = 0.9 is recommended because functions with dependent parameters comprise the general case and there are faster methods for optimizing separable functions that are based on decomposition. See also [24] , p. 97 for a short discussion of C r 's role in optimization. However, whether the cost function is separable or not is often not known a priori. Self-adaptive versions of DE such as [31] can adapt C r to lower values and are therefore superior in such cases.
Randomized and rank-based differential evolution (R2DE)
and self-adaptive R2DE (SAR2DE)
The modifications of DE which make up R2DE are twofold. Two new multiplicative terms are introduced in the update formula in Eq. (1). The first term is a random variable λ with a heavy tailed distribution. Here, we will only consider the case where λ has a Cauchy distribution, which has the following density:
Although the density function of the Cauchy distribution has its maximum at zero, due to its heavy tailed nature, the Cauchy distribution has no finite moments and it is very likely to have samples which differ significantly from zero. The motivation for this term is to 'fill in' the gaps in the set of possible candidate vectors produced by DE's mutation operator. This way, the mentioned set becomes continuous, which also helps to increase the diversity of the population. The second term α, which is in (0, 1] interval, is defined as:
where k(x r 1 ,G ) is the rank of the individual x r 1 ,G . Assuming the global minimum is searched for, the best individual with minimal cost has rank 0, whereas the worst individual has rank N p −1. This term reflects the fact that, on minimization of multimodal functions, typically, we need to explore a relatively large area to improve upon a relatively small cost function value. Figure 2 shows an example with two cost-levels and correponding step lengths required to reach a new basin with potentially lower cost. The R2DE update formula for the generation of candidate vectors is given by
where α(x r 1 ,G ) depends on x r 1 ,G and λ i is sampled independently for each individual x i,G at each iteration. We also propose a self-adaptive version of R2DE called SAR2DE, which is motivated by NSDE [31] . In SAR2DE, the vector of function parameters is extended by two additional parameters ε and γ . These two parameters have special update formulas:
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where for each update, the random variables U ε , U γ , U t,ε , U t,γ are generated using an independent uniform distribution in [0,1] interval. The ε parameter generalizes the ranking parameter α, and the γ parameter makes the crossover probability adaptive. Finally, the SAR2DE update formula for the generation of the regular part of the candidate vectors is given by
with C r = γ next and ψ = log(1 + λ i ). As in DE, u replaces x i,G only if it proves to have an equal or lower cost. As a result, only those adaptation parameters ε and γ survive which prove to enable the generation of better candidates. The motivation for α ψε is to be able to adaptively adjust the rank-based weighting to each problem. As a special case, ε = 0 switches off the rank-based weighting. The term εψ regulates the overall scale factor Fλα log(1+λ)ε . The main effect of the term εψ is that the overall scale factor has an upper bound for small values of α. Figure 3 shows three plots for the overall scale factor with α = 0.2, α = e −1 ≈ 0.368 and α = 0.6, all with ε = 1, depending on the Cauchy-distributed random variable λ. As a result, in contrast to R2DE, the heavy-tail property caused by λ can be 'switched off' for high-ranked individuals which yield relatively large cost function results. On the other hand, it is kept 'on' for the other individuals. This further supports the heuristic of larger step sizes for lower-ranked individuals. In other words, according to Fig. 2 , individuals having a small α-value (case A) tend to have a bounded, non-heavy-tailed overall scale factor. On the other hand, individuals having a large α-value (case B) tend to have an unbounded, Three cases for the overall scale factor are plotted, depending on λ. For all cases, it is ε = 1. In case α = 0.2, the overall scale factor has an upper bound, so that the heavy-tail property is no longer given. In case α = e −1 , the overall scale factor is still bounded and converges to F = 0.5. Finally, case α = 0.6 leads to an unbounded overall scale factor, having the heavy-tail property heavy-tailed overall scale factor. In order to determine for which α and ε the overall scale factor is upper-bounded, we write the overall scale factor as
Since log(1
As a result, the overall scale factor is upper-bounded for α ≤ exp(−1/ε). This means that the parameter ε controls which α-values are assigned to the heavy-tail property. For ε = 0, all α-values lead to a heavy-tailed overall scale factor. For ε = 2, which is the maximum value of ε, the heavy-tail property is given for α > e −1/2 ≈ 0.607. The adaptation of the crossover probability by γ is the same as found in [31] . One of the advantages of an adaptive C r is that given a separable problem, C r = γ may be adapted to become small, which enables a more effective search.
On all considered benchmark functions, we apply the following transform to limit vector components
where mod is the modulo operator. As an example, given a feasible region of [0, 1], x 1 = 1.2 becomes 0.8.
Overview of benchmarked DE-variants
In order to evaluate the proposed methods R2DE and SAR2DE, we conduct comparisons with the methods Opposition-based Differential Evolution (ODE) [26] , Differential Evolution with Random Scale Factor (DERSF) [7] and A Self-Adaptive Strategy for Controlling Parameters in Differential Evolution (NSDE) [31] . In the following, we give a short introduction to each of these algorithms.
Opposition-based Differential Evolution (ODE)
Opposition-based Differential Evolution (ODE) is motivated by opposition-based learning.
The main idea behind this is to consider an estimate and its corresponding opposite estimate simultaneously. Instead of a single estimate, two estimates are to be evaluated. From the probability theory follows that 50% of the time a guess is further from the solution than its opposite guess. Therefore, starting with the closer of the two guesses (as judged by its fitness) has the potential to accelerate convergence. The same approach can be applied not only to initial solutions but also continuously to each solution in the current population. ODE is chosen for comparisons due to its additional opposition learning-based heuristic, which often enables a more efficient search than DE.
Differential Evolution with Random Scale Factor (DERSF)
Differential Evolution with Random Scale Factor (DERSF) is one of the first DE-variants incorporating the randomization of the scale factor F. In DERSF, the scale factor is not constant but is a random variable with a uniform distribution. DERSF is chosen to compare the different randomization methods of the scale factor.
A Self-Adaptive Strategy for Controlling Parameters in Differential Evolution (NSDE)
A Self-Adaptive Strategy for Controlling Parameters in Differential Evolution (NSDE) is based on ideas of self-adaptation. The control parameters F and C r in DE are constant. In several works, it is shown that optimal values for these parameters heavily depend on the problem. Therefore, self-adaptation of these parameters is achieved by extending the candidate vectors by additional parameters to adapt F and C r . These additional parameters are subject to evolutionary mutation and selection, where better parameters, which map to better values for F and C r , survive over time. NSDE is chosen for comparisons with the self-adaptive variant of R2DE, named SAR2DE, since it is based on Cauchy distributed random scale factor too. To obtain a fair comparison, we choose F = 0.5 as the center of the Cauchy distribution.
Experiments
The experiments contain 19 scalable multimodal global optimization problems and an artificial neural network (ANN) problem (though a smaller number of problems is generally acceptable for this purpose, e.g., [13] ). For all experiments, unless mentioned otherwise, the utilized settings for the parameters are given by -F = 0.5 (as in [1, 5, 15, 26, 35, 42] ) -C r = 0.9 (as in [1, 5, 15, 26, 35, 42] ) -mutation strategy: DE/rand/1/bin (classic DE) (as in [5, 21, 24, 26, 35, 36] 
where the global optimum of each problem is denoted by x * . We compare the performance of the proposed R2DE method with those of DE, ODE [26] , DERSF [7] , DE with the λ-factor, denoted as DE-λ and DE with the α-factor, denoted as DE-α. To provide experimental support for the proposed rank-based factor α(x), we conduct further experiments by applying a 'reversed' rank-based heuristic, using the factor 1 − α(x) instead of α(x). Additionally, we also compare the performance of the self-adaptive method NSDE with the proposed SAR2DE.
Benchmark suite
In the following, 19 multimodal problems are introduced for experiments.
Alpine function
The Alpine function ( f 1 ) consists of multiple global optima and local maxima. One global minimum is at f 1 (0) = 0. The number of local optima increases exponentially with the dimension. It is also used as a benchmark function in [26] .
Plese note that there are multiple global optima of the Alpine function, one of them is x * = 0.
Cosine mixture
The Cosine Mixture function ( f 2 ) has one global optimum. The number of local optima increases exponentially with the dimension. This function was also used as a benchmark function in [2, 4] .
Epistatic Michalewicz function
The Epistatic Michalewicz function ( f 3 ) (second ICEO) has one global optimum and an exponentially increasing (with dimension) number of local optima. The location of the global optimum coordinates depends on the dimension. This function is also used as a benchmark function in [36] . 
Foxholes function
The Foxholes function ( f 4 ) is generally customizable and usually has one global optimum. The location of the global optimum depends on the parameters of the function. It is also used as a benchmark function in [3] .
where c j , a jk ∈ [0, 10] are user defined numbers, which are initially sampled from a uniform distribution in this paper. 
Griewank function
The Griewank function ( f 5 ) has the property that its complexity has a peak at a finite dimension [16] , although the total number of local optima increases with the dimension.
Inverted cosine wave
The Inverted Cosine Wave function ( f 6 ) has one global optimum and an exponentially increasing (with dimension) number of local optima. It is also used as a benchmark function in [26] .
Michalewicz function
The Michalewicz function ( f 7 ) has one global optimum and an exponentially increasing (with dimension) number of local optima. It is also used as a benchmark function in [26] . 
Periodic function
The Periodic function ( f 8 ) has one global optimum and an exponentially increasing (with dimension) number of local optima. It is also used as a benchmark function in [2, 23] .
Perm function (D = 4)
The Perm function ( f 9 ) has one global optimum. It has an additional parameter β, which also affects the complexity of the function. The smaller β, the more difficult this problem becomes since the global minimum is difficult to distinguish from local minima near permuted solutions. It is also used as a benchmark function in [26] .
Perm0 function (D = 4)
The Perm0 function ( f 10 ) has one global optimum and an additional parameter β. It has similar characteristics like the Perm function 5.1.9.
Rastrigin function
The Rastrigin function ( f 11 ) is a widely used benchmark function having one global optimum and an exponentially increasing (with dimension) number of local optima. It is also used as a benchmark function in [26, 39] .
Salomon function
The Salomon function ( f 12 ) is rotation symmetric and comprises no single points but regions (hyperspheres) as local optima. It has one global optimum. It is also used as a benchmark function in [2, 28] .
Schaffer1 function
The Schaffer1 function ( f 13 ) is rotation symmetric and comprises no single points but regions (hyperspheres) as local optima. It has one global optimum. It is also used as a benchmark function in [2, 17] .
Schaffer2 function
The Schaffer2 function ( f 14 ) is rotation symmetric and comprises no single points but regions (hyperspheres) as local optima. It has one global optimum. It is also used as a benchmark function in [2, 17] .
Shifted Schaffer2 function
The Shifted Schaffer2 function ( f 15 ) is the shifted version of the Schaffer2 function 5.1.14. 
Schubert function
The Schubert function ( f 16 ) has multiple local and global optima [2, 14] . The number of local optima increases exponentially with the dimension. 
Schwefel's problem (2.26)
The Schwefel function (2.26) ( f 17 ) has one global optimum and an exponentially increasing (with dimension) number of local optima. It is also used as a benchmark function in [2] . 
Zeldasine function
The Zeldasine function ( f 18 ) has multiple local and global optima. The optima count increases exponentially with the dimension. It is also used as a benchmark function in [2, 46] .
Plese note that there are multiple global optima of the Zeldasine function.
Rosenbrock function
The Rosenbrock function ( f 19 ) is a widely used benchmark function. According to [29] , it is unimodal for D ≤ 3 and multimodal for higher dimensions. Due to a saddle point, it is very difficult to locate the global minimum. It is also used as a benchmark function in [2, 18] .
Robust estimation of artificial neural network (ANN) parameters
The performance of the proposed R2DE method is investigated on the estimation of parameters of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), which is commonly used in engineering applications. For this purpose, we utilize feed forward networks which can be described by the 1-D-1-D mapping (x):
where e(ν j , τ j , x) is a sigmoidal 'basis function' or neuron:
The scalars w j and ν j represent weights and τ j is a threshold. Here, we consider a 1-D to 1-D ANN with one input neuron, N hidden layer neurons and one output neuron, which has 3N parameters in total. In this experiment, for the training of the ANN, we used the sinc data set, which contains the input/output pairs (x i , y i ), i = 1, . . . , M generated by
where v i is a zero mean normal distributed random variable with standard deviation σ v = 0.001 and M = 30. Additionally, the data set also contains a varying number of outlier points (x i ,ỹ i ) generated by: 
where θ contains the parameters of the ANN and f (θ , y i ) represents the ANN mapping. The VTR's were chosen so that the MSE using the inliers (points which conform to the underlying model, the opposite of outliers) only is below 0.05. The settings of the EA's are the same as in 5, and 50 independent runs are carried out on each EA and data set.
Comparison methodology
For each problem, 100 independent optimization runs were carried out at different complexity settings such as search space dimension or other specific cost function parameters. The task is to achieve a robustness (also known as success rate) of ρ ≈ 0.99, i.e., at most one of the 100 runs may fail to find the global optimum in average. The global optimum is declared as found when the VTR is reached. Figure 4 shows the typical relationship between robustness and population size, where each measurement of ρ is the result of 2,000 independent runs. It can be seen that the sensitivity of ρ over N p decreases, i.e., the first derivative dρ d N p becomes smaller for ρ ≈ 0.99. We also assume that the error δρ of the measurement decreases at the same time. As a result, to find aN p with ρ ≈ 0.99| N p =N p , we propose to conduct 100 runs with at most 1 failure. The step size δ N p to findN p should be chosen such that the difference of the mean function evaluations (MFE) by adjusting N p is not greater than the standard deviation of the MFE:
For each complexity setting on each cost function, the population size is manually adjusted to minimize the required MFE and to meet the robustness constraint of ρ ≈ 0.99. This approach for comparison shows the scalability of each EA-method and reveals the dependence of the required population size on the robustness. We believe that this enables a compact but exhaustive analysis of the methods.
Obtained results
The Figs. 5 and 6 The results (MFE's) of the ANN-parameter estimation problem are shown in Fig. 9 at a robustness of β = 0.98. More detailed results including the standard deviations of the measured MFE's and corresponding t-test based hypotheses rejections are shown in Table 1 . In this experiment, R2DE significantly outperforms DE. One important property of the ANNbased cost function is the permutation symmetry of the neuron-level parameter blocks [10] . Additionally, each neuron parameter block comprises a point symmetry. This means there are several partitions in the search space each with a global optimum. For K neurons in the hidden layer, there are 2 K K ! global optima. Principally, this corresponds to the Zeldasine function ( f 18 ), where R2DE also shows very good results.
It can be seen from the results that the difference of the MFE's increases with the complexity settings. Table 2 shows detailed measurements including the population sizes and the standard deviations of the MFE's. Note that R2DE generally requires a greater population of individuals to achieve the same robustness. On the other hand, it requires a much smaller number of iterations for global convergence, and outperforms DE, DERSF and ODE on the majority of the presented problems. In Table 3 , results from the DE-λ and DE-α methods are compared. It can be seen that the randomization of the scale factor yields stronger improvements than the introduction of the rank-based factor. However, it should be noted that the rank-based factor rescales the Cauchy distribution, so that their combination in R2DE shows the most consistent improvement over DE, compared to DE-α and DE-λ. In Table 4 , we provide experimental support for the proposed rank-based factor α(x) by applying a 'reversed' rank-based heuristic, using the factor 1 − α(x) instead of α(x). Using the first 11 test-functions, it is clearly shown that the 'reversed' rank-based heuristic leads to significantly and consistently inferior results.
In Table 5 , comparisons of the self-adaptive methods NSDE and the proposed SAR2DE are shown. As a general observation, NSDE outperforms SAR2DE on 4 functions, whereas SAR2DE outperforms NSDE on 10 functions at the most complex settings. On the remaining 5 functions, there is no statistically significant difference between the two methods.
In order to better classify the results, we cluster the set of utilized cost functions and provide respective results about which method performs best at each cost function in Table 6 . The functions are grouped by the following properties: rotation symmetry, multiple global optima, rough sphere, (exactly or approximately) regular local optima and general. The 'rough sphere' property corresponds to functions which have the form f (x) = ||x|| 2 + μ(x), where μ(x) is a multimodal function. The classification of the results obtained by comparing the methods DE-λ and DE-α yields the following conclusions. On problems having multiple global optima or a rotation symmetry, DE-λ consistently proves to be the superior method. On the other hand, problems having the 'rough sphere' property or having regular local optima are best solved by the DE-α method. This fact underlines the motivation for the rank-based heuristic given in Sect. 3, since such functions comprise a local optima pattern where the global optimum can be reached by iteratively jumping from one basin to a better basin.
Comparing the methods DE, ODE, DESRF and R2DE yields the following conclusions. On unshifted rotation symmetric functions, other DE-variants outperform R2DE. Applying a shift to the Schaffer2 function ( f 15 ) increases its complexity significantly, where R2DE again outperforms the other DE-variants. On functions with multiple global optima, R2DE outperforms the other methods in two of three cases. On functions having the 'rough sphere' property, R2DE consistently outperforms all other methods. Table 5 continued
Each function is marked with the method which performs best on the function at its highest considered complexity setting. In the upper part, DE-λ and DE-α are compared. In the middle, DESRF, ODE, DE and R2DE are compared. In the lower part, only NSDE and SAR2DE are compared would help to interpret the results analytically. Empirically, the overall results indicate that randomization and the utilization of the rank information seems to generally improve DE's performance on multimodal problems.
Sensitivity to parameters F and C r
Depending on the cost function, R2DE can be sensitive to its parameters F and C r . Figure 10 shows some examples of the dependency of R2DE's performance on these parameters by measuring the MFE at a robustness of ρ ≈ 0.99. As in previous experiments, for each setting, we manually adapt the optimal population size to reach the robustness condition and to minimize the MFE number at the same time. On Rastrigin and Zeldasine, there is a strong sensitivity on C r , where small values for C r tend to improve the convergence speed, although it is generally advised to set C r = 0.9 [1, 5, 15, 26, 35, 42] . This is because both functions are separable, but this property is a special case and in general functions are not expected to be separable. We assume that the sensitivity of R2DE on C r is comparable to DE, since the application of the crossover operator is identical in both methods.
The dependence on F can be different compared to DE, as shown in the case of the Rosenbrock cost function, where an optimum is found for F ≈ 3. In contrast, values of F > 1 do generally not yield better results in DE. The cost function Alpine represents a case where values F ∈ [0.5, 1.5] do not significantly influence the MFE.
Conclusions
A novel Evolutionary Algorithm, Randomized and Rank-based Differential Evolution (R2DE) and a self-adaptive version, SAR2DE, are presented as a modification to the well known Differential Evolution (DE) method. The application domain of R2DE contains highly complex, multimodal functions. In the presented experiments, R2DE is compared to DE, DE with Random Scale Factor (DERSF) and Opposition Based Differential Evolution (ODE) techniques, respectively. Each problem is evaluated at several complexity settings, such as the dimension, to determine the tendency of global search efficiency for each method.
Regarding the required mean function evaluations (MFE's), the empirical results indicate that R2DE outperforms DE and DERSF in 15 and ODE in 13 out of 19 bench-mark problems. On problems with exactly-regular distribution of local optima with a unique global optimum or unshifted rotation symmetric problems, other DE-variants outperform R2DE. On the other hand, R2DE is superior on problems with a large number of global optima, problems with approximately-regular distribution of local optima, rough sphere type of problems or problems having a more complex pattern of local optima distributions.
According to the presented experimental results, R2DE generally requires a greater population of individuals to achieve the same robustness. On the other hand, it requires a much smaller number of iterations for global convergence, and outperforms DE, DERSF and ODE on the majority of common global optimization problems. Furthermore, the MFE-differences increase with the complexity of the problem.
The self-adaptive version of R2DE (SAR2DE) is compared to NSDE, since both methods use Cauchy distributed scale factors. NSDE outperforms SAR2DE on 4 out of 19 test functions, whereas SAR2DE outperforms NSDE on 10 functions. On the remaining 5 functions, there was no statistically significant difference.
Experiments on robust estimation of artificial neural network (ANN) based problems show that R2DE clearly outperforms DE. Furthermore, the performance improvement of R2DE over DE increases with increasing number of outliers.
Generally, the stochastic mutation scale factor can improve global convergence in the majority of the cost functions considered in this paper. Furthermore, according to presented experiments, R2DE yields particularly good results on functions having a large number of global optima, such as the Zeldasine problem and the robust estimation of ANN.
